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Abstract: Metal additive manufacturing (MAM) process has gained enormous popularity in past few 

decades due to its capability to fabricate the components in near-net-shape with minimal material wastage. 

Owing to its flexibility to produce complex/ intricate shapes, the process has found several applications in 

the aerospace, automobile and biomedical industries. However, wide industrial acceptance of the MAM 

components is lagging because of their poor dimensional accuracy and surface integrity which limits the 

functionality and achievable tolerances when compared to the subtractive manufacturing methods. Thus, a 

post-processing strategy is needed to enhance the dimensional accuracy and surface integrity of the additive 

manufactured components. Manual inspection of various features, especially corner profiles can be 

expensive, time-consuming and inaccurate. Ti6Al4V alloy has wide applications in aerospace, biomedical 

and marine industries due to its superior properties like strength-to-weight ratio, biocompatibility and 

fatigue resistance. This article presents an image processing approach for improving the corner accuracy 

and surface integrity of selective laser melted (SLM) Ti6Al4V components using wire electric discharge 

polishing (WEDP). Subsequently, fourteen components with different corner profiles, namely acute (θ = 

30O), orthogonal (θ = 90O), and obtuse (θ = 120O), were fabricated by varying laser power, hatch distance 

and scan speed. Minimum polishing depth has been evaluated by capturing the raw images of MAM 

components and the corner profiles are extracted using an image processing approach. A significant 

improvement in dimensional accuracy of 80.7 %, 77.3 % and 85.4 % were obtained for orthogonal, acute 

and obtuse profiles respectively after WEDP. Moreover, the surface roughness (Sz) reduction from ~ 61.86 

μm to ~8.41 μm was achieved along with removing micro pits and voids, waviness and balling defects from 

the surface. EDS analysis showed that only a negligible amount of Zn (0.57 wt. %) and Cu (0.8 wt. %) is 

present over the finished surface. Based on the above findings, WEDP showed excellent capabilities in 

conjunction with an image processing approach to enhance the dimensional accuracy and surface integrity 

of metal additive manufactured components.   
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1. Introduction 

The metal additive manufacturing (MAM) process is extensively used in industries globally due to its 

advantages over subtractive manufacturing processes like lower material wastage, reduced costs, and near-

net-shape production. However, the metal additive manufactured component’s accuracy, repeatability, and 

surface finish need substantial improvements to widen its industrial application. Among various metal AM 

processes, selective laser melting (SLM) is relatively inexpensive, handles a wider range of materials and 

gives desirable mechanical properties. SLM involves layer-by-layer melting of metal powders by a laser 

under an inert atmosphere. However, MAMed components are not suitable for direct use, due to their poor 

surface finish, dimensional inaccuracy, poor wear and corrosion characteristics and high tensile residual 

strength. The inferior surface integrity is caused due to the effects like balling, stair-stepping, partially melt 

powders, lack of fusion, etc. Also, since this is a thermal process, inherent residual stresses can cause micro-

cracks and other micro defects in the surface. Such micro defects can act as crack nucleation sites restricting 

the component's mechanical strength, especially in high-temperature applications. Due to the layer-by-layer 

manufacturing phenomena, the achievement of sharp corners is another reported challenge. 

The surface integrity of MAMed components can be improved to some extent by optimizing the process 

parameters like scan speed, laser power, hatch spacing, layer thickness, and scan strategy. However, 

additional post-process treatments are desirable for most industrial applications. MAMed components are 

conventionally post-processed by mechanical, thermal, chemical, or hybrid means, but most of these 

techniques have severe limitations. Also, since the post-processing operations will result in reduced part, 

knowledge of minimum polishing depth is of great relevance to minimize material wastage and control 

dimensional accuracy. Manual inspection and computation of polishing depth will be time-consuming and 

inefficient. Manual inspections of components are being replaced by image processing systems in 

manufacturing industries to detect part defects and extract relevant information. The paper presents an 

image processing approach to compute the minimal polishing depth to enhance corner accuracies of 

MAMed components. WEDP, an electrical discharge-based hybrid polishing technique is used in this study 

due to its several advantages over the existing conventional techniques for post-processing. 

 

2. Literature Review  

Several researchers have investigated various methods to enhance the geometric accuracy and surface 

integrity of MAMed components in recent years. A detailed literature review of such studies is given in this 

section.  
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2.1 Studies on corner accuracies 

The accuracies of various benchmark features built by MAM have been explored by several researchers 

in the past [1, 2]. In those studies, MAMed components are reported to have several limitations in producing 

sharp corners, i.e., near zero-radius at the surface interjection. Unlike the CAD file fed to the system, the 

printed components will always have a rounded corner. Limited literature is available that investigates the 

challenges of the MAM process to achieve good corner accuracy. Kruth et al. [3] compared the capability 

of 5 different metal 3D printers to produce several benchmark features. Several dimensional and geometric 

accuracies are studied, namely corner accuracy, length, width, height, hole diameter, cylinder diameter, thin 

wall thickness, stair effect, curl effect, and overhangs. It was found through this experimental study that the 

EOS machine was particularly good at achieving sharp corners. The authors observed that the layer 

thickness, scanning errors, and heat accumulation restricts the building of sharp part corners. The capability 

of the MAM-built Ti6Al4V and CoCrMo in manufacturing medical implants was investigated by 

Vandenbroucke and Kruth [4]. 2 benchmark designs are printed which contain several sharp edges ranging 

from angles 15O to 45O to study the part’s accuracy. The overall dimensional accuracy reported in the study 

was less than 40 μm.  However, specific details about the corner accuracy studies were not presented.  

A scanning strategy to achieve better corner sharpness during the MAM process was proposed by Luo 

et al. [5]. It was found that the corner inaccuracies are associated with the non-uniform scan speeds at the 

corners. A skywriting loop strategy was devised to eliminate this effect and to maintain a uniform scanning 

velocity at the corners. Schwanekamp et al. [6] reported that the corner and edge sharpness is dependent on 

the melt pool geometry by investigating MAM fabricated carbide cutting tools with complex geometries. 

In another study, Han et al. [7] studied the angle of corners considering 8 different orthogonal corners. It 

was experimentally found that corner angle accuracy was dependent on the scanning strategy and a square-

framed scanning method maximizes the corner angle accuracy. Braian et al. [8] explored the feasibility of 

using MAM built components in dentistry by comparing their precision and accuracy with subtractive 

manufactured components. The additive manufactured components are reported to deviate significantly 

from the CAD file, especially with respect to corner accuracy. Subtractive manufacturing was considerably 

better with respect to corner accuracy for multiple test specimens. The inability of the MAM process to 

produce the components with sharp corner radii is reported to be due to the stair effect and surface 

roughness. Matache et al. [9] reported elevated ridge defects on corners due to melting pool behaviour 

during the cooling cycle. The microstructural analysis also revealed that the corner edges were significantly 

rounded, contrast to the CAD file. The corner ridges are found to increase with laser power and decrease 

with scanning speed.  
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2.2 Polishing methods 

Earlier research have proven that post processing is inevitable for MAMed components to counter the 

effects of poorer surface finish and geometric inaccuracies. There are various finishing methods for metal 

additive manufactured components such as laser polishing, chemical polishing, abrasive finishing, and 

mechanical polishing. Zhihao et al. [10] conducted laser polishing on MAM-Inconel 718 and reported an 

improvement in surface roughness (Ra) from ~ 7 μm to ~ 0.1 μm. A layer polishing strategy by automatic 

adjustment of focussing distance was proposed by Yung et al. [11]. Using this approach, a reduction in 

surface roughness (Sa) of 93% was reported in this study. A femtosecond laser polishing is reported to 

improve the surface roughness (Ra) from 4 μm to 0.8 μm during the post processing of Ti6Al4V MAM 

fabricated components by Worts et al. [12]. Scherillo [13] introduced a multi-step chemical polishing 

strategy where the chemical machining is preceded by a brightening operation. An electrochemical 

polishing approach to finish the MAM fabricated Inconel 718 components was proposed by Jain et al. [14]. 

At optimal parameter settings, the proposed polishing operation was able to reduce the surface roughness 

(Ra) to 0.25 μm. An abrasive flow machining method was reported to be successful in removing the balling 

and lack of fusion defects from the additive manufactured surfaces [15]. Also, a reduction of surface 

roughness (Sa) from 13 μm to 1.8 μm was reported in this study. Tan and Yeo [16] found an enhancement 

in the microhardness of additive manufactured Inconel 625 components after ultrasonic cavitation abrasive 

finishing. Zhang et al. [17] have implemented a magnetic abrasive finishing of MAM 316L steel and 

reported a substantial surface roughness (Ra) reduction of 75 %. In addition, an analytical equation was 

developed correlating Ra, and productivity. Bagehorn et al. [18] performed a comparison of milling, 

micromachining, blasting, and vibratory grinding and reported the performance of milling to be superior to 

the other polishing methods. Mechanical polishing methods to improve the surface integrity of MAM 

fabricated Inconel 718 were explored by Kaynak and Tascioglu [19]. A considerable improvement in 

surface roughness (Ra, from 19 μm to 1.8 μm) and microhardness (from ~320 HV to ~375 HV) was reported 

after polishing.  

All the aforementioned processes are associated with several limitations. For example, the processing 

time for laser polishing is high due to the small laser spot size. Chemical polishing is difficult to control 

and is considered unsustainable due to the difficulty in handling and disposal of chemicals. Abrasive 

finishing results in the impingement of micro-abrasive particles onto the finished surface. Also, the process 

is not recommended to finish intricate and internal profiles. Mechanical polishing is relatively expensive, 

cannot finish complicated profiles and often unfavourably alters the mechanical properties of the 

component. In this context, hybrid finishing methods have been proposed by a few researchers in the past 

to overcome the limitations of these conventional finishing methods. WEDP is one such process that has 

been reported to considerably improve the surface integrity of SLM components [20, 21].   
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2.3 Image processing based defect detection systems 

Several researchers have developed image processing based online inspection systems for additive 

manufacturing processes. Zhang et al. [22] have proposed a convolutional neural network (CNN) that 

accurately classifies the MAM parts into defective and non-defective categories based on the quality of the 

weld. The parts are classified into 3 categories namely, under melt, over melt, and beautifully welded. Using 

pre- and post-laser scan images Snow et al. [23] proposed an online CNN based flaw detection system to 

identify small and large surface defects. Grasso et al. [24] proposed an infrared imaging based in situ 

monitoring method for the MAM process. The system uses image processing techniques to detect unstable 

conditions by monitoring the process plume infrared images. Caggiano et al. [25] developed an online 

defect identification system for SLM based on image processing. A deep convolutional neural network 

model was used to classify the defects with 99.4 % accuracy. Akhil et al. [26] have developed an image 

processing method to predict the surface roughness parameters like Sa, Sq, and St during the MAM of 

Ti6AL4V. The raw images for analysis are captured using a digital microscope. Among various prediction 

models, Gaussian process regression was reported to have the maximum accuracy with an R2 value of 

greater than 0.9.  Kleszczynski et al. [27] used externally mounted vision sensors to capture high resolution 

images during the process. The perspective correction is performed through image processing and the 

method is projected as a proof of concept which could be used in future online defect detection systems. 

Abdelrahman et al. [28] proposed an image processing based optical flaw detection method. Here the 

powder bed is captured using DSLR cameras and the images are analysed to identify anomalies in power 

distribution after a laser scan. Even though these online methods are very promising, in-situ methods of 

inspection are very complex, demand high computational requirements, and are very expensive to set up. 

Also, such systems have limited capability to regulate the defects caused due to the inherent process 

mechanism like balling, stepping and corner inaccuracies. To achieve acceptable surface integrity, some 

post process finishing is often unavoidable. Image processing of MAMed components to analyse and 

perform post process finishing has not been explored much thus far. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, 

the only work in this regard is by Caggiano et al. [29] who have developed a convolutional neural network 

(CNN) based model to predict the optimal parameter combination to perform laser polishing (LP) for the 

additive manufactured components. The CNN model receives input images from a stereo microscope with 

8x magnification and gives the optimal LP parameter settings as the response. In this way, the developed 

system could automate the parameter selection for LP.   

From the literature review, it was understood that the MAM process requires post-processing due to its 

inherent defects and the traditional methods for finishing have several limitations. In this regard, a relatively 

unexplored WEDP method is proposed in this study. Although surface integrity improvements through 

post-processing of MAM components were reported previously, not enough studies were conducted on the 
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use of image processing to enhance the corner profile accuracy. In this context, an image processing 

approach has been proposed to compute the minimal polishing depth for enhancing corner accuracy. The 

proposed method also gives an insight into the part allowances to be considered during the MAM process 

in the subsequent production batches. 

 

3. Mechanism of WEDP  

WEDP is a hybrid polishing process whose mechanism of material removal is controlled and repetitive 

low energy electric sparks. The electric sparks are generated between an electrically conductive metallic 

component and a thin metallic wire electrode[30, 31]. Material removal happens by virtue of the heat energy 

of discharge sparks which causes melting and vaporization of a thin surface layer [20, 32]. The surface 

unevenness of the MAM built component is selectively removed in this process to improve the corner 

accuracy, surface finish, and mechanical properties[33].  

The depth of polishing is selected based on surface roughness parameter Sz and radial inaccuracy of the 

built corner. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the wire is traversed towards the workpiece in Y direction to find a 

minimum spark distance through a pre-programmed ‘edge finder’ module. The edge finder program stops 

the wire movement at the first instance of spark detection. This wire location is considered as zero reference 

coordinate in the Y direction. From this location, the wire is advanced in the Y direction at a distance equal 

to minimum polishing depth. Then, the part is polished by translating wire in the X direction all through 

the length of the surface. Unlike other electrical discharge processes, WEDP works in an extremely low 

energy regime since it is a polishing technique. WEDP process parameters are regulated to ensure that the 

discharge energy is low enough to precisely remove the required thin, rough layer of MAM built specimen.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic of WEDP process [20] 
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4. Experimental Procedure 

4.1 Material and experimental details  

Ti6Al4V metallic powder is used for selective laser melting, due to the alloy’s extensive industrial 

applications. The alloy is widely used in marine, chemical, biomedical and aerospace industries since it 

possesses excellent strength to weight ratio, biocompatibility, fatigue resistance and fracture toughness. The 

chemical composition of Ti6Al4V is given in Table 1. EOS M290 metal 3D printer is used to print the 

specimens in this study. The shape, dimensions (in mm) and built direction of the specimen is given in Fig. 

2. The selected shape enables the corner accuracy studies for multiple angles. The specimen is built in the 

+Z axis direction. The printing takes place in an inert argon environment to prevent chemical reactions 

during the high temperature melting.  The selected MAM and WEDP process parameters and levels are 

given in Table 2. Overall, 14 samples are printed in which hatch distance is varied in 3 levels, and laser 

power and scan speed are varied in 2 levels. An additional 2 experiments are conducted to study the effects 

of contouring and up-skinning. 

Table 1. Chemical Composition of Ti6Al4V powder material 

Element Al C H Fe N O Ti V 

Wt. % 6.2 0.01 0.002 0.09 0.01 0.09 Bal 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. (a) Dimensions (in mm) and build direction of the MAM specimen  

(b) Image of the as-built Ti6Al4V MAM specimen 
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Table 2. Selected process parameters and its levels used for printing 

MAM Parameters Values WEDP Parameters Values 

Layer thickness (μm) 30 Wire diameter (mm)  0.25 

Laser Power (W) 200, 280 Wire feed rate (m/min) 3 

Laser scanning speed (mm/s) 1250, 1500 Discharge current (A) 12 

Hatch distance (μm) 0.14, 0.18, 0.22 Servo Voltage (V) 20 

  Pulse on time, TON (mu) 10 

  Pulse off time, TOFF (mu) 10 
 

An Electronica Ecocut wire electrical discharge machine is used to polish the MAM built specimens in 

this study. The machine has two standard finish cut settings with different energy modes. The lowest energy 

mode is chosen for the study since a predetermined rough layer is to be precisely removed from the surface. 

Deionized water with an electrical conductivity of ~20 μS/cm is used as the dielectric fluid in this study. 

Chemical contamination of the polished surface will thus be reduced compared to the hydrocarbon-based 

dielectric fluids. Due to its superior overall performance over uncoated wire electrodes, zinc-coated brass 

wire of 0.25 mm diameter is selected as the wire electrode [34, 35].  

A Tobo make portable USB digital camera of 50 to 1000 × magnification is used to image the samples. 

The corner profile captured by the microscope is sent to a dedicated high-performance PC for further 

processing. The image processing and subsequent operations are performed using Matlab 2022a software. 

Surface roughness parameter (Sz) is measured using a Mitutoyo Surftest SJ-310 contact surface profiler. 

An AEP Nanomap1000 non-contact 3D surface profilometer is used to capture surface morphology and 

measure surface roughness parameters.  

4.2 Methodology of image processing based corner accuracy detection 

An image processing algorithm was designed, developed, and implemented to detect corner accuracy 

of MAM components. The raw image captured by the USB camera is pre-processed and enhanced to 

facilitate easier extraction of the required features. The relevant feature extracted in this case are the 

different corner profiles of the MAM built specimens. Fig. 3 shows the overall methodology of the proposed 

image processing-based corner accuracy detection system. The various steps involved in the image 

processing method are described as follows. 
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Fig. 3. Methodology of the image processing-based corner accuracy improvement system 
 
 

Step 1: Capturing the raw image 

Image acquisition is the first step in image processing. In this study, a USB camera is used to capture 

the raw image of the MAM built component. The camera captures the corner area of the specimen at a scale 

of 400 μm as shown in Fig. 4. The captured raw image in its initial state is too noisy to fetch any useful 

information from it. The image is sent to the integrated PC for further processing and enhancement.   

 

Fig. 4. Raw images of MAM as-built specimen for (a) acute (b) orthogonal (c) obtuse profile 
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Step 2: Greyscale conversion and background removal 

The next step in image processing is grayscale conversion. In this step, the colored RGB image is 

converted to a monochrome grayscale image. The greyscale image would contain pixel values that represent 

the luminance of the respective pixel. The metallic part is expected to be brighter than the background due 

to its higher reflective nature. To further distinguish between the metallic surface and the background, 

contrast enhancement through histogram equalization is performed. Histogram equalization is used to 

distribute the pixel intensities uniformly so that the global contrast is improved. This is usually done when 

the relevant part of the image is difficult to distinguish from its background. Further, background correction 

and background subtraction are performed using the Image Processing Toolbox to separate the metallic 

subject from its background.  

Background subtraction or foreground detection is a technique used to detect objects of interest that are 

in the foreground. The idea is to identify the difference between a frame of reference and the current frame. 

A frame difference method is employed to perform foreground detection.  

Mathematically, the model can be expressed as  

|𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑖 − 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑖−1| > 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑     (1) 

𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 =
𝑢𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑑

0
      

(|𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑖 − 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑖−1|  > 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 )
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

 (2) 

Where the 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑖 represents the input frame and 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑖−1 represents the background frame. Thus, 

for any changes greater than the threshold limit in the input image with respect to the background frame, 

the foreground detection model detects the foreground and retains the pixel values for the foreground 

subject. The model assigns a value of 0 to every other pixel except the subject of interest. The computational 

block diagram of the frame difference method is shown in Fig.  5.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 Frame Difference Method 

 The output image from the foreground detection method is thus just the subject of interest in a black 

background. This is post processed to form a binary image in the pre-processing stage so that the boundary 
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coordinates can be separated easily. The data flow diagram of a typical background subtraction program is 

given in Fig. 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6 Data flow diagram of a typical background subtraction program 

 

Step 3: Binary conversion  

Binary conversion is the step where a greyscale image is converted to a binary image based on a 

threshold pixel luminance value. Unlike a greyscale image, a binary image will contain only either black 

or white pixels. All the pixels above the threshold value are assigned a value of 1 (which is white in colour) 

and those below the threshold are assigned a value of 0 (which is black). Due to its greater luminance, the 

major portion of the metallic surface is expected to be white, with the background being black.  

Step 4: Filling and morphological operation 

Even after the binary conversion, there will be black spots/regions surrounding white metallic region. 

A filling operation fills all these holes in a binary image. Morphological operations like dilation and erosion 

are performed next. Dilation is performed to smoothen the binary image boundaries and also to bridge the 

gaps. On the contrary, an erosion operation eliminates noises by removing the smaller white pixel areas. 

An external pixel set in the form of a structural element interacts with the binary image to perform the 

morphological operations. A disc shaped structuring element of radius 3 pixels is used in this case. Fig. 7 

shows the binary pixel matrix of the disc shaped structural element of radius 3. The pixel value ‘1’ defines 
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the active neighbourhood elements of the operator. Erosion followed by dilation is the sequence of 

morphological operation used in this study.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Pixel matrix of disc shaped morphological operator 

Let A be the binary image and B be a structural element. Then, erosion operation is mathematically 

expressed as  

𝐴𝛳𝐵 = ⋃ 𝐴−𝑏𝑏𝜖𝐵        (3) 

Where 𝐴−𝑏 represents the translation of the structural element B over the image A. During erosion 

operation, the pixel set B is translated through A with respect to its origin (at centre of B), and only those 

pixels of A are retained which can enclose B entirely. Every other pixel of A is eroded to 0.  

Dilation operation of B on A is given by  

𝐴⊕ B = ⋃ 𝐴𝑏𝑏𝜖𝐵        (4) 

Where 𝐴𝑏 represents the translation of B over A. During the operation, the origin of B moves with 

respect to all pixels in A thereby enlarging and smoothening the original image. The morphological 

operators are thus used to eliminate the imperfections and smoothen the boundaries in an image. Fig. 8 

shows the binary images after morphological operation. 
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Fig. 8. Binary images of MAM as-built specimen after morphological operation for (a) acute  

(b) orthogonal (c) obtuse profile 

Step 5: Image segmentation  

The coordinate of the white region boundaries is extracted next. Edge detection is performed through 

a Sobel edge detection algorithm. Ideally, it is expected that at this point there will only be 2 regions; one 

white region representing the MAM built metallic part and a black region representing its background. 

However, due to the background noises, there may be other white pixel regions within the black pixel 

region. These regions will be of smaller dimensions compared to the main region. Thus, to filter out these 

background noises, only the coordinate data of the largest white area is taken, and the remaining are 

disregarded.  

Step 6: Edge profile extraction 

A curve is plotted through the extracted coordinates to reveal the separation boundary between the 

MAM build component and its background. The remaining operations are performed on this curve to 

compute the corner inaccuracy and radial error.   

4.3 Computation of polishing depth based on corner profile 

The methodology to compute the polishing depth from the extracted edge profile is described in this 

section. Firstly, the corner profile is separated from the closed curve by eliminating the irrelevant regions 

of the curve. Next, linear regression models are fit from both surfaces by taking the average coordinates of 

3 locations separated by 50-pixel coordinates. From Fig. 9, the coordinates of point P correspond to the 

average coordinate values of the first 50 data points of the curve in the x direction. Point Q is obtained by 

averaging the next 50 points and so on. The points thus obtained in both the surfaces are denoted by P, Q, 

R and S, T, U respectively for all the profiles as shown in Fig. 9. When extrapolated, both these linear 

curves intersected at the theoretical corner point A. The radial correction factor is the minimum distance 

from the theoretical corner point A to the actual corner (denoted by B) profile of the specimen, denoted by 

𝛿r. The minimum polishing depth, denoted by dp is computed by the following equation 

𝑑𝑝 = 𝛿𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝜃 2⁄ )      (5) 

(c)(b)(a)
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where dp is the polishing depth, 𝛿r is the radial correction factor and 𝜃 is the corner angle.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9. Calculation of polishing depth from as-built MAM specimen images 

 

This calculation holds good for any type of corner angle whether it is orthogonal, acute or obtuse 

as shown in Fig. 9 (a), (b), and (c) respectively. Fig. 10 shows the extracted corner profiles and their 

deviation from the required shape. The red marker (point A shown in red dot) indicates the ideal corner 

coordinates, and the blue marker (point B shown in blue dot) shows the actual corner coordinates.  

The MATLAB codes for profile extraction and computation of radial correction are given in 

Appendix.  
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Fig. 10. Extracted profile of as-built MAM specimens for (a) acute (b) orthogonal (c) obtuse angle 

profiles 

 

Lastly, consider a surface having 2 corners at each end. Based on the calculation described earlier, 

different polishing depths are recommended to correct the inaccuracies at each corner. The final 

polishing depth of the surface is the higher value among these two calculated depths. Fig. 11 

summarizes the overall methodology of calculating the final polishing depth for WEDP based on the 

corner inaccuracy. 
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Fig. 11. Flowchart of the polishing depth computation  

 

5. Results and discussion 

Table 3 shows the extracted profile information of the as-built MAM specimens. For each of the 14 

components, corner profile inaccuracies and appropriate polishing depths are computed separately for 

acute, orthogonal and obtuse angle configurations. It was observed that the average radial deviation from 

the ideal corner coordinates to the actual profile is 212.4 μm, 117.6 μm, and 68.8 μm for acute, orthogonal, 

and obtuse profiles respectively. This can be explained since, the lower the corner angle, the higher will be 

the dimensional deviation for MAM fabricated components. This agrees with the earlier studies which also 

reported difficulty in achieving sharp corners using the MAM process [3]. 

The effects of process parameters on the radial correction factor are given in Fig. 12 for different corner 

profiles. Fig. 12 (a), (b), and (c) corresponds to the acute, orthogonal and obtuse profiles respectively. The 

plots are generated by varying the parameter under consideration while keeping the other parameters 

constant. Hatch distance of 0.18 μm, laser power of 200 W and a scan speed of 1250 mm/s are the selected 

constant parameter values. From the figure, higher hatch distance, laser power and laser scanning speed 

resulted in greater inaccuracies irrespective of the corner angle. At higher laser power, the thermal energy 
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per volume is high resulting in a larger melt pool. Such a setting makes it difficult to achieve accurate 

corners since a precise melt area is required to achieve near zero corner radii. Also, the elevated scan speed 

can lead to inaccurate scanning at the corners due to the sudden change in the scan direction. Lesser hatch 

distance has led to a more accurate corner profile. This is because a larger hatch distance results in the 

reduced overlap between adjacent melt tracks, which may lead to the porous structure and part defects. This 

is especially critical in the case of an acute angle since the profile to be machined is very slender and higher 

in aspect ratio than the other two angles.  

 

Table 3. Computed polishing depth for various angular features from as-built MAM fabricated specimen 

images 

S. 
No 

Hatch 
distance 

(μm) 

Laser 
power  
(W) 

Scan 
speed 

(mm/s) 
Contour Up-

skin 

Orthogonal 
(θ = 90O) 

Acute 
(θ = 30O) 

Obtuse 
(θ = 120O) 

𝛿𝑟 
(μm) 

𝑑𝑝 
(μm) 

𝛿𝑟 
(μm) 

𝑑𝑝 
(μm) 

𝛿𝑟 
(μm) 

𝑑𝑝 
(μm) 

1 0.14 280 1250 

Off Off 

95.5 67.5 155.3 40.2 54.9 47.5 

2 0.18 200 1500 115.9 81.9 325.1 84.1 58.6 50.7 

3 0.14 200 1500 64.8 45.8 95.3 24.7 56.4 48.8 

4 0.18 280 1250 89.5 63.3 363.7 94.1 63.4 54.9 

5 0.14 200 1250 53.3 37.7 83.4 21.6 23.4 20.3 

6 0.18 280 1500 104.0 73.6 180.5 46.7 47.3 40.9 

7 0.14 280 1500 190.9 135.0 230.0 59.5 118.6 102.7 

8 0.18 200 1250 75.6 53.4 105.7 27.4 47.9 41.5 

9 0.22 280 1250 71.8 50.8 191.7 49.6 44.9 38.9 

10 0.22 200 1250 91.6 64.8 126.4 32.7 87.6 75.9 

11 0.22 280 1500 63.4 44.8 301.2 78.0 59.3 51.4 

12 0.22 200 1500 145.9 103.2 311.9 80.7 34.3 29.7 

13 0.14 280 1250 On Off 341.7 241.6 411.3 106.5 85.3 73.9 

14 0.14 280 1250 On On 141.9 100.4 76.2 19.7 63.5 55.0 

𝛿𝑟= radial correction factor, dp = computed polishing depth  
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Fig. 12 Effects of process parameters on radial correction factor for (a) acute (b) orthogonal (c) obtuse 

profile 
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5.1 Corner accuracy improvements after WEDP 

The corner accuracy has been significantly improved after WEDP as shown in Table 4. The average 

improvement in radial correction factor after polishing is 80.7 %, 77.3 % and 85.4 % for orthogonal, acute 

and obtuse respectively. Fig. 13 shows the comparison of radial correction factors in MAM fabricated 

components before and after WEDP for multiple angles.  

Table 4. Improvement in the corner accuracy after WEDP 

S. 
No. 

Orthogonal Acute Obtuse 

(θ = 90O) (θ = 30O) (θ = 120O) 
𝛿𝑟

(As-
built) 

𝛿𝑟 (WED
polished) 

% 
Improvement 

𝛿𝑟 (As-
built) 

𝛿𝑟 (WED
polished) 

% 
Improvement 

𝛿𝑟 (As-
built) 

𝛿𝑟 (WED
polished) 

% 
Improvement 

1 95.5 2.0 97.9 155.3 31.05 80.0 54.9 4.9 91.2 

2 115.9 10.5 90.9 325.1 41.04 87.4 58.6 11.8 79.9 

3 64.8 28.7 55.7 95.3 54.63 42.7 56.4 6.0 89.3 

4 89.5 18.4 79.5 363.7 27.31 92.5 63.4 11.7 81.6 

5 53.3 42.8 53.3 83.4 7.15 94.1 23.4 6.1 94.5 

6 104.0 9.5 90.9 180.5 13.77 92.4 47.3 13.8 70.9 

7 190.9 3.0 98.4 230.0 99.45 56.8 118.6 3.2 97.3 

8 75.6 10.9 85.6 105.7 20.88 75.0 47.9 12.8 81.1 

9 71.8 9.4 86.9 191.7 33.525 82.5 44.9 15.8 64.9 

10 91.6 20.3 61.8 126.4 86.67 31.4 87.6 0.7 99.2 

11 63.4 6.4 89.9 301.2 45.54 84.9 59.3 6.8 88.5 

12 145.9 15.0 89.7 311.9 70.515 77.4 34.3 4.5 87.0 

13 341.7 59.0 82.7 411.3 23.49 94.3 85.3 20.2 76.3 

14 141.9 46.7 67.1 76.2 6.345 91.7 63.5 3.6 94.3 

Fig. 13 Corner accuracy comparison of as-built and WEDP specimens 
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Fig. 14 shows the raw image and enhanced binary images for all the angles considered. Here, Exp. No. 

8, Exp. No. 11 and Exp. No. 7 is considered to demonstrate the corner accuracy improvements for acute, 

orthogonal, and obtuse angles respectively. It can be clearly noticed that, in comparison to the as-built 

MAM specimen profiles, the polished profiles are observably very smooth with accurate corners. This is 

because of the precise removal of the computed polishing depth from the surface using WEDP.  

 
Fig. 14 Binary enhanced images of WEDP processed MAM specimen for (a) acute (b) orthogonal (c) 

obtuse profile 

Wire EDM process is already proven to be extremely capable of producing sharp and accurate corners 

[36]. Some of the reported limitations of wire EDM like wire bending and the presence of a recast layer are 

not present during WEDP. This is due to the lower discharge energy associated with WEDP. Also, unlike 

the wire EDM rough cut operation, here the wire electrode is not cutting through the material, to cause 

unbalanced forces from multiple directions resulting in wire vibration, bending, and bowing. Rather, the 

wire flushes through the periphery of the profile with minimal spark energy, thus minimizing the resultant 

force acting on the electrode. Thereby the wire electrode can maintain its intended position throughout the 

polishing operation. The presence of a recast layer is also reported to limit the surface quality of the EDM 

machined surface [37]. However, in WEDP there is no deposition of resolidified molten materials back into 

the machined surface[20]. This is due to the lesser material removal combined with the higher dielectric 

flushing rate. This implies that WEDP leaves negligible recast layer on the polished surface which helps to 

maintain the profile accuracy. Additionally, unlike conventional EDM, the effect of tool wear on corner 

accuracy is also prevented in WEDP by the continuous feeding of fresh wire into the machining zone.  
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Fig. 15 Extracted profile of WEDP finished MAM specimens for (a) acute (b) orthogonal (c) obtuse 

angle profiles 

As opposed to the extracted profiles of as-built MAM fabricated specimens (Fig. 9), the deviation of 

actual to the ideal/expected corner coordinates are negligible after WEDP, which is evident from Fig. 15. 

From Fig. 15 (a), it can be observed that the actual (denoted by blue marker) and expected (denoted by the 

red marker) corner coordinates are very close to each other in the case of acute angled profile. In the case 

of orthogonal and obtuse angles, actual and ideal coordinates are almost coinciding which implies a perfect 

corner accuracy with a negligible edge radius as shown in Fig. 15 (b) and Fig. 15 (c). The average deviation 

from the expected corner coordinates is 5.43 μm, 17 μm, and 27.65 μm for obtuse, orthogonal and acute 

corners of WEDP-finished MAM fabricated components. Like the as-built case, the deviations increase 

with a decrease in corner angle for WEDP processed samples also. The marginal increase in acute-angled 

corner inaccuracy for polished MAM fabricated components is due to the reversal of wire traverse direction 

from the corner point. The traverse of the wire electrode decelerates to an absolute halt at the corner and 

then it goes back to trace the other surface. The wire velocity is thus not uniform throughout the profile. 

This extended wire halt duration could have resulted in additional material removal from the corner point 

resulting in a higher inaccuracy compared to the orthogonal and obtuse polished corners.  
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Fig. 16 Main effects plot of surface roughness 

Fig. 16 shows the main effects plot for surface roughness (Rz) of as-built MAM fabricated samples. 

The better finish is observed at lesser hatch spacing since it ensures proper overlap of adjacent melt tracks 

thereby minimizing the presence of unmelted/partially melted powder particles. Also, higher laser power 

increases the melt pool dimension, and it causes splashing leading to balling effects which result in a 

rougher surface. The surface roughness (Rz) of MAM fabricated components is reported to be minimal at 

lesser scan speeds [38]. At higher scan speeds, the melt track dimension narrows down leading to improper 

melt track overlapping. This is the reason for an improved surface roughness at lower scan speeds.   

Significant improvements in surface roughness Rz are observed after polishing as shown in Fig. 17. The 

average reduction in Rz after WEDP is observed to be 86.4 %. During WEDP, the irregular peaks are 

removed by melting and vaporization by sequence of discharges leading to sparks and the polished surface 

is thus covered with several shallow micro sized craters.  
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5.2 Surface integrity analysis of polished specimens 
The inherent roughness of the as-built MAM components is attributed to surface unevenness imparted 

by multiple overlapping melt tracks, layer by layer nature of manufacturing, and the presence of partially 

melted powder particles on the surface. Additionally, the surface finish is influenced by balling defects and 

stair stepping in the case of vertical, curved, and inclined surfaces. Since MAM is a thermal process, the 

induced residual stresses can cause micro-cracks which can also deteriorate the surface quality. In this 

study, the roughness parameter Rz is measured on horizontal, vertical, and inclined surfaces and the average 

values are calculated for each specimen.  
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Fig. 17 Surface roughness improvements after WEDP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 18 Microstructural analysis of MAMed component (a) before and (b) after WEDP 
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Fig. 19 Surface morphology comparison of MAMed component (a) before and (b) after WEDP using 

non-contact 3D profilometer  

SEM images were captured using a Zeiss Gemini FESEM with 100 X magnification. The as-built 

samples are observed to be uneven and wavy with the presence of unmelted metallic powder particles as 

seen in Fig. 18 (a). The waviness is associated with the layer-by-layer manufacturing mechanism of MAM 

fabricated components. Also, several micro voids can be seen over the surface. These voids are associated 

with the lack of melting during the laser scan. It can be attributed to an insufficient overlap of adjacent melt 

tracks, which may be because of higher hatch spacing or lesser melt track width. This can also happen 

between layers when the melt pool is not deep enough to melt the entire powder layer. In comparison to the 

as-built surface, the WEDP finished surface looks very even, uniform and smooth as seen in Fig. 18 (b). 

The surface waviness and peaks are removed by controlled repetitive low energy discharge sparks during 

WEDP. As the operation takes place in a low energy regime, solidification and deposition of molten 

material back to the polished surface are also minimal. Therefore, undesirable features like craters and 

globules, which are usually the characteristic features of electric discharge machined surfaces are also 

absent. Non-contact 3D profilometer images are also used to demonstrate the improvements in surface 

morphology after WEDP. From Fig. 19, it can be observed that the as-built MAM fabricated components 

are having deep valleys and high peaks compared to the polished surfaces. The roughness parameter Sz 

obtained from the 3D profilometer is also observed to be significantly lesser after WEDP as compared to 

the as-built condition. For the case considered, the surface roughness (Sz) is reduced by 89.8 % after WEDP.  

 

 

 

 

(a) (b)Sz= 73.76 μm Sz= 7.484 μm
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Fig. 20 EDS analysis of MAM fabricated component (a) under as-built condition (b) after WEDP 

Wire EDM is reported to cause undesirable elemental migration between electrodes during the 

machining. When a zinc coated electrode is used as the wire material, considerable traces of zinc and copper 

were observed on the workpiece after wire EDM. Minimizing zinc contamination is extremely critical, 

especially for biomedical applications. Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis was performed to 

see the elemental migration from the wire electrode to the surface of the workpiece during WEDP. Unlike 

in the case of wire EDM, since a very low energy spark is used to polish the surface, the amount of material 

melted from wire electrodes is extremely less during WEDP [39, 40]. Thus, only a negligible amount of Zn 

and Cu are observed on the polished surface as shown in Fig. 20. 0.57 weight % of Cu and 0.80 weight % 

Zn are observed after WEDP which is comparatively less with respect to the overall composition. The 

WEDP process is thus proved to be capable of polishing MAMed components without any significant 

alteration to the elemental composition. Similar results were obtained for all the polished specimens. 
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Fig. 21 Methodology for incorporating polishing allowance 
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5.3 CAD modelling of MAM specimens with polishing allowance 

In an industrial production scenario, the dimensional deviation after WEDP may not be acceptable even 

though the resultant components have superior profile accuracy. In this case, for both dimensional and 

corner profile accuracy, the STL format CAD drawing should be revised for the subsequent production 

batch based on the computed polishing depths. The proposed image processing approach can be extended 

to a closed loop process control by incorporating the polishing allowances into the actual CAD model 

dimensions for the subsequent batch of production. Therefore, from the next batch onwards the required 

dimensions are obtained after WEDP as prescribed in the actual CAD model. A schematic showing the 

strategy for incorporating the allowance is depicted in Fig. 21. The capability of the strategy has been 

demonstrated using Exp. No. 1 (Table 3) as the test case. 
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1. An image processing methodology has been developed to extract the corner profiles from a MAM

specimen to calculate the angular profile deviation from the ideal profile. The polishing depth to

improve the corner edge is calculated based on the radial correction factor. Corner accuracy of

MAM build components was observed to be very less with an average deviation of 212.4 μm, 117.6

μm, and 68.8 μm for acute, orthogonal and obtuse angles respectively.

2. An improvement in the radial error of 80.7 %, 77.3 % and 85.4 % was reported for orthogonal,

acute and obtuse angled corners respectively. After WEDP, the average deviation has reduced to

5.43 μm, 17 μm, and 27.65 μm for obtuse, orthogonal and acute profiles. Thus, WEDP was found

to be a promising polishing process to improve corner accuracy.

3. A significant surface roughness (Sz) reduction of 86.4 % is observed after WEDP of MAMed

components.  On average, WEDP has reduced the surface roughness (Sz) of MAMed components

from 61.86 μm to 8.41 μm.

4. Surface morphology of the MAM samples is also improved after WEDP. The waviness and

irregularities over the surface have been removed and the micro pits/voids present in the as-built

samples were eliminated by WEDP. EDS analysis showed a negligible amount of Zn (0.57 wt. %)

and Cu (0.8 wt. %) present over the finished surface.

5. Finally, a strategy to modify the CAD model dimensions based on the computed polishing depth

has also been proposed for the subsequent batches of printing.

Though the study has tremendous potential to transform the post-processing of MAM components, the 

proposed method still demands manual imaging. Also, the polishing depth computation is now solely based 

on corner angles. However, there can be other features that influence the polishing depth as well, like depth 

of surface defects, which are not included in the scope of this study.  

As a future work, autonomous in-situ imaging of MAM components can be implemented by installing 

a suitable camera within the build chamber. An image processing based surface defect identification model 

shall also be integrated to such an online system to incorporate the effects of surface defects too. To improve 

upon the image processing capabilities, machine learning models like deep convolutional neural networks 

(CNN) can be employed in place of the existing foreground detection and image segmentation for 

trainability and robustness. In addition, the strategy can be validated on multiple MAM and WEDP 

machines.  

An imageprocessing approach for polishing metal additive manufactured components to
improve the dimensional accuracy and surface integrity

6 Conclusions 

The present study proposed an image processing approach for improving the dimensional accuracy of 

metal additive manufactured components using WEDP. The salient conclusions from the work are 

presented as follows.  
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Appendix 

 

The MATLAB code for profile extraction and computation of radial correction 
 

%% extracting the edge profile of specimen 

[B,L] = bwboundaries(bism,'noholes'); 

[max_size, max_index] = max(cellfun('size', B, 1)); 

curve=B{max_index}; 

  

%% remove first and last path 

j=1; 

for i=1:length(xraw) 

if curve(i,1)> 50 && curve(i,2)> 50 

    new_c(j,:)=curve(i,:); 

    j=j+1; 

end 

end 

plot(new_c(:,1),new_c(:,2),'LineWidth',2.0) 

hold; 

 

%% to average the contour (line 1) 

l=length(new_c(:,1)); 

x1=0; 

y1=0; 

for i=1:50 

x1=x1+new_c(i,1); 

y1=y1+new_c(i,2); 

end 

x1=x1/50; 

y1=y1/50; 

x2=0;y2=0; 

for i=51:100 

x2=x2+new_c(i,1); 

y2=y2+new_c(i,2); 

end 

x2=x2/50; 

y2=y2/50; 

x3=0;y3=0; 

for i=101:150 

x3=x3+new_c(i,1); 

y3=y3+new_c(i,2); 

end 

x3=x3/50; 

y3=y3/50; 

 

%% to average the contour (line 2) 

x11=0;y11=0; 

for i=(l-49):l 

x11=x11+new_c(i,1); 

y11=y11+new_c(i,2); 

end 

x11=x11/50; 

y11=y11/50; 

  

x22=0;y22=0; 

An imageprocessing approach for polishing metal additive manufactured components to 
improve the dimensional accuracy and surface integrity
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for i=(l-100):(l-51) 

x22=x22+new_c(i,1); 

y22=y22+new_c(i,2); 

end 

x22=x22/50; 

y22=y22/50; 

  

x33=0;y33=0; 

for i=(l-150):(l-101) 

x33=x33+new_c(i,1); 

y33=y33+new_c(i,2); 

end 

x33=x33/50; 

y33=y33/50; 

 

%% liner regression model 

mdl1 = fitlm([x1 x2 x3],[y1 y2 y3]); % constant, slope 

mdl2 = fitlm([x11 x22 x33],[y11 y22 y33]); 

coeff1=mdl1.Coefficients.Estimate; %coefficients  

coeff2=mdl2.Coefficients.Estimate; %coefficients  

 

%% finding the intercepts (x0,y0) 

m1=coeff1(2); 

m2=coeff2(2); 

c1=coeff1(1); 

c2=coeff2(1); 

x0=(c2-c1)/(m1-m2); 

y0=m1*x0+c1; 

plot(x0,y0,'r*','LineWidth',2.0); 

new_x=new_c(:,1); 

new_y=new_c(:,2); 

 

%% find shortest distance 

d=zeros(1,length(new_x)); 

g_best=100000; 

for i=1:length(new_x) 

p = [new_c(i,:);x0,y0]; 

d(i) = pdist(p,'euclidean'); 

if d(i)<g_best 

    g_best=d(i); 

    j=i; 

end 

end 

plot(new_c(j,1),new_c(j,2),'b*','LineWidth',2.0); 

xlim([50 400]) 

ylim([50 400]) 

 

%% plot points (optional) 

plot([x1 x2 x3],[y1 y2 y3],'ko','LineWidth',2.0) 

plot([x11 x22 x33],[y11 y22 y33],'ko','LineWidth',2.0) 

  

%% orthogonal polish depth 

pts=[x0,y0;new_c(j,1),new_c(j,2)]; 

dr = pdist(pts,'euclidean');  % radial overcut 

pd=dr*sind(45); 

  

%% acute polish depth  
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pts=[x0,y0;new_c(j,1),new_c(j,2)]; 

dr = pdist(pts,'euclidean');  % radial overcut 

pd=dr*sind(15); 

  

%% obtuse polish depth 

pts=[x0,y0;new_c(j,1),new_c(j,2)]; 

dr = pdist(pts,'euclidean');  % radial overcut 

pd=dr*sind(60); 
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